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Mission Happenings & Updates
When the Lights Go Out!

The one provider of electric power in Malawi, ESCOM, has
recently stated that power will be available throughout the
country at 38% of full operation. Currently, we are at about
50%, having power half the day. This lack of power makes it
not only inconvenient, it can be dangerous for the Maternity
Clinic. This is why we have obtained a limited supply of solar
power at the Mission for the last 4 years.
This makes a massive difference in our offices and
classrooms being able to carry on when these drastic power
outages occur. Available computers, internet, and running
water suddenly become issues that can shut down a work day
without such back up. In addition to our limited solar supply,
we have a backup generator that has typically been used at
the Maternity Clinic and at the water pump when the solar
supply was being used on the Bible school side. We have
had to move the generator back and forth between the Bible
school (our offices), the Maternity Clinic (where power is
desperately needed), and the water pump (which ensures
continued water flow to the Mission and to our neighboring
villagers).
There is a 3000W inverter that brings the battery power into
the house and unfortunately it has developed a fault which
requires the inverter to be replaced. It will cost $2,500 to
replace this inverter and the related components and it will
need to be shipped over here. There are comparable devices
for a similar price in Malawi, but you suffer quality. Bringing
one in from South Africa costs the same or more as bringing it
in through the group we’ve used before - African Energy. If
you could help us out with these expenses, you would be
making a huge, immediately tangible difference. Keeping the
lights on allows us to keep active and be productive. We
would love to have someone take this on as a project.
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Food and the Gospel

Last month we reported about the impact that
the training our Agriculture/CHE team received
from Crown Ministries has had on our staff and
nearby villages. The timing of this training couldn’t be better
in terms of its relevance to the current hunger situation in
Malawi. All of these trainings are aimed at allowing people to
use the God given resources around them, and by being good
stewards of what God has given they can make a tangible
change in providing for their physical needs.
We were recently approached by four different villages
about two hours from us to come and conduct similar trainings
in their areas. Some of these areas were places we had
provided hunger relief earlier in the year.
Part of our plan has been to return to these same areas and
provide training that will make a long term difference, so this
has been one answer to prayer, among several. Thus our
team has gone to train and over the course of a week and
half, trained over 100 people in four locations. Village Chiefs,
youth, Muslims, and people from other church backgrounds
have been among those trained. They not only received skills
training but heard the Gospel as well. Our guys see this as a
great tool for sharing the Gospel, especially in one of the
heavily Muslim populated areas we were in. One response
from those being trained was that, by meeting a physical
need, people have seen God’s love shown to them, and thus
they are more open to hearing the Gospel.
These 100 have since broken into groups who will now
target different areas and those areas will be encouraged to
train others. This is Bible Math - Multiplication! We will be
making follow-up visits soon, and we look forward to hearing
about the impact this will have on these communities, and are
blessed to have been able to visit.

They were quite excited!

Namikango Mission just finished distributing seed and
fertilizer to 200 beneficiaries and four lead farmers. The
beneficiaries include seven chiefs and 20 different
villages. Upon receiving the seed and fertilizer, the
people showed great gratitude by their words of
appreciation and even by dancing. They were both
grateful and excited. The distribution was done with help
from the warehouse workers and the Bible school team.

Thondwe Camp Meeting –
“Life in All its Fullness”

“Camp Meetings” take place from June through
November. This is where we go out to different villages
every weekend for the opportunity to teach many people
from different churches.
This year’s theme was - “Life in All its Fullness" (Jn.
10:10). Thondwe Church which is located on our
campus hosted a camp meeting, which reached an
attendance of about 500 people, all staying on
campus. It was a three-day event, as most of our camp
meetings are, and we had several different lessons and
teachers, including "The Gospel," "God’s heart for
people," "HIV/Aids," and "Conservation Agriculture."
We made extra use of this opportunity by inviting
several key leaders who helped in our previous hunger
distributions to be present. They were able to share on
the range of topics.
We requested the people return to their villages and
call on those who benefited from the hunger relief
program, and train them in what they have learned in
conserving crops, and the other topics. We are
excited that we could help people with food during hard
times, but we are even more excited about making a
long-term difference. Overall, the camp meeting was a
great blessing.

We really want to help with the hunger problem!

But we want to do more than provide food, we hope to help
them learn ways to help themselves, to prepare for future needs.
We would like to begin a special plan to teach agriculture
conservation in the 23 Village Bible Schools which we sponsor.
And we want to do more than teach about it. We want to show
them real, working examples that will benefit them for a lifetime.
We are proposing that as we teach them better conservation that
we start a garden in each Village School area, and that we furnish
the seed and fertilizer for this plan. This would be a one-time offer
to teach and to show by example.
We calculate the cost to be $47 for each of the 23 Village Bible
School locations, for a total of $966. The time is now. People
have suffered through terrible hunger and are eager to learn ways
to improve their food supply. The time is right. We are beginning
this program now, trusting our faithful supporters will respond by providing needed funds.
The garden will also be a demonstration plot for the entire community; it’s a way they all can learn the agriculture techniques
we are teaching here. Please help. Ben
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by Ann (Thiesen) Barganies

The day finally arrived for my trip to Malawi – Monday, July 11,
2016. I have been looking forward to this for several weeks and
made several lists so as not to forget what I need to travel especially the lessons I had prepared. I put them in my hand
luggage along with my Bible . . . I want to keep them close to me. I
will soon be meeting up with my son Mark and his family and others
making the trip.
With all preparations complete we made the long flight and
finally arrived in Lilongwe, Malawi. Malawi was our beloved home
for many years. But, Lilongwe was still several hundred miles from
our old home in Northern Malawi.
A man had promised to rent us his car while we were in Malawi.
He came to the airport in a broken down car and told us that the
shocks needed repairs before it was drivable and he had no money
for repairs. Mark gave him $200 to get new shocks put on it. Now,
with new shocks in place, we headed out. Before we got up to the
main road we ran out of gas. The owner had not put any fuel in the
car - it was EMPTY.
We were stranded and did a lot of praying. After a while, friends
finally brought a gallon of gas to get us to a station where we could
fill up. We all said, "Oh well, this is life in Malawi" as we drove on.
That poor car made all kinds of noises and it shook when we hit
a bump or a pot hole. We wondered if we would ever make the sixhour trip to Mzuzu. By 6pm it was dark and Mark felt responsible
for our safety. At one point the rear shock came loose and the rod
came clear through the floorboard near where Erik was sitting.

Smoke started coming up in the car
and we were afraid it was going to
catch on fire. Mark said we needed
to limp on slowly to Mzuzu. That
was still 90 miles to go.
Meanwhile, Mark called some
friends in Mzuzu who were waiting
for us and he told them what was
going on. They took it upon
themselves to arrange for us to be
picked up by an Elder in the church
who was a former Ambassador to
Mozambique. He picked us up and
said he would take us all the way to
our destination in northern Malawi. We drove most all night and got
there at 3:30am. We were scheduled to teach that same day some
50 miles away. We did sleep about 3 hours and then went on to our
appointment. This dear Elder left us his big van that would seat our
entire team and he took the bus back to Lilongwe. (What a friend
he is.) I might add right here that our friends in Mzuzu had sat up
the whole night worried about us and they had tea and scones
waiting for us when we arrived at 3 am. (More exceptional friends.)
Our first appointment was at Kemelton's village and it was just
awesome . . . . More later, Ann
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Namikango Smile
As a reminder - you can use Amazon.com and support
Namikango Mission at the same time at no additional cost.
Visit Amazon Smile (smile.amazon.com) and choose
“Namikango” as your desired NGO. When you purchase
something, Amazon will donate a small percentage of the
sale to the Namikango Mission.

Dear Brothers & Sisters,
It is always a joy to hear of all God does in Namikango Mission, shining through the
surrendered lives of His servants. Please distribute these funds to the greatest needs
there. So thankful for every one of you.
Jeff & Susan Owings
Greetings Bro. Sidney,
The enclosed is to help with the Mission expenses. I appreciate receiving the
monthly reports.
Best Regards, Forrest Grant

“Our Man of Peace”

by Ben Hayes
In the middle of September, two Bible school staff members
went to the Malawi/Mozambique border for an outreach
program, taking a couple of our Bible students along. This is
part of the training our students go through while in the Bible
School. It turned out to be an amazing trip. The team spent a
few days of going door to door, sharing the Gospel, and
teaching.
We have a good Brother in this area who is our contact, our
bridge to the community, “our man of Peace" (Mt. 10). His
name is Kamanja. After several in the community heard the
teaching from our guys, they realized that we were Christians

Hello! Hope you all are doing well. We are praying for all of you and the great
work. Your friends in Christ, J. D. & Sharon Wright
Dear Sidney, Anita, & Robin,
Just a note to tell you I was married October 31st to Clyde Barganies from
Montgomery, AL. (He is a wonderful Christian man.)
God bless your whole family.
Love, Ann (formerly Thiesen)
Contratulations Ann & Clyde! May God bless your marriage. S.V.

from the same church as Kamanja. They told our guys that if
we would call Kamanja to be present, they would be baptized,
but they wanted him there to be a witness.
Such was the influence and good standing that our well
respected brother, Kamanja, had in this community. Though it
has taken time for these people to come to know Christ, the
Christ-like example Kamanja had been living became the
difference. All in all, we reached out to a total of 569 people.
This was one of the most exciting evangelism trips we have
been on yet. 12 people were baptized, two of whom were
previously Muslims, and one new church was planted.

Be sure to visit our website @ MissionMalawi.org
You can click on "Newsletters" and quickly review news and photos back to Oct 2009, all in color.

